
Kwik Kopy Stafford  
Customer Testimonials

What our customers are saying about us...



Introduction

At Kwik Kopy, our clients inspire us everyday to go above and beyond to find 
solutions that help them succeed in their business. From reliable business printing, 
poster and banner printing, creative graphic design or innovative online solutions, 
we can help you achieve your current and future business goals.

We regularly seek feedback from our customers and love to hear how we helped, 
and even where we could improve. These are some of the comments and reviews we 
received from customers over the last few years.

We have a long and thorough background in meeting the needs of Small to Medium 
businesses. For more information about our products or services and how we can 
help, talk to us today.
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We always get our business cards and company stickers through Kwik Kopy and always get great 
service

 RenaeP  - Administrator

15/01/2020Great Service and Reliable

Stan and his staff are extremely helpful and always ready to help!

 Pooja  

13/11/2019Always great service and quality

I put in an enquiry online and got a call back quickly after.  I was on a tight time line and they 
delivered in time.

 Kylie75  - Owner

10/09/2019Reliable service on tight time line

Kwik Kopy Stafford

I use Kwik Kopy Stafford to print posters for a sales rep in the area and they are 
always quick, responsive and produce high quality prints. They are a reliable and 
accommodating printer, which is why I always go back to them. 

 Rebeccca  - Marketing Executive

13/12/2019Very fast and high quality“ ”
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Stan and the team were great. Stan even offered to deliver our business cards at no extra cost. 
Great service!

 Alicia Hawkeye  - Director

16/08/2019Great, professional service

We don’t have a lot of printing needs, but find Kwik Kopy Stafford to be efficient and helpful, not 
to mention competitive.

 JenD  - Administration Officer

14/08/2019Quick & friendly service

A quick turnaround and accuracy for my requirements.

 Mike G  - Secretary

10/07/2019Very good service

Quick turn around and the product was fantastic too.

 Too cool  - Sales Rep

12/06/2019Good advice and customer service
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Our company has been using Kwik Kopy Stafford for several months now regularly, and they 
are always quick to help and be flexible with our requests (odd shaped or sized printing). I am 
recognized whenever I go in the store, which makes me feel like a valued customer.

 Darci  - Administrator

12/06/2019Very attentive and efficient.

I have had a few urgent jobs I’ve needed done and the team were very quick and helpful in 
turning them around lightening fast. Prices are good, quality and service is great. I’ll be back!

 JulieB  - Marketing Manager

7/05/2019Attentive and speedy delivery!

Great service by the team at KK Stafford, fast turnaround as well

 PeeBee  - BDM

11/12/2018Great service, quick turnaround

There are very few operators in the printing industry that truly care about the 
success of your project and the supporting of your business goals. Stan and the 
team are an exception to this rule. I travel in order to use them for all of my 
print needs and will continue to do so! 

 Jacksen  - Creative Director/ Designer

9/10/2018
Service that matters, at a personal 
level.“ ”
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Stan always accommodates our URGENT orders and the products are always delivered on time!.

 PDhaga  

8/10/2018Always great to work with!

Kwik Kopy staff are more than happy to help out wherever they can and provide great customer 
service and 5 star printing. Very happy with their service.

 Dee Lean  - Owner

10/09/2018Friendly service & great printing.

SO happy to have discovered Kwik Kopy Stafford.  Stan, Andy and team are terrific and go out of 
their way to provide a top notch service!

 CecilyBC  - Director/Admin Coordinator

10/09/2018Great team Great service

I was after business cards - the Kwik Kopy Team came up with a brilliant design - 
we are now ordering for three others who want the same card.

 
 

 TomS  - Telecomm & Energy Consultant

9/10/2018Stan, Andy and Team“ ”
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We had new business cards and certificate letter heads designed and provided by Kwik Kopy 
Stafford. All products came well packaged and to our requirements ready for use.

 Prado  - Manager

14/08/2018Great Business Cards and Certificate paper

Last month I sent the same publication to 5 different printers.  Two did not even both to respond 
and two were $1000.00 & $1200.00 more expensive than kwik Kopy Stafford.

 Brad QPMA  - Administration Officer (IT)

28/03/2018The best printer I have found

I have used Kwik Kopy Stafford twice now and the staff members already know me by first name 
and know my regular order very well. They provide a very personalised/local feel to their service 
and are very easy to contact. I feel like they go out of their way to provide the best service.

 James M  - General Practitioner

28/03/2018Great personalised service

There is nothing too small or complicated that Stan and his team can’t manage 
and manage well. They make you feel like you’re the only customer and the most 
important person they’re dealing with today. Thank you Stan and team. 

 SJDa  - Regional Director

9/07/2018
Fantastic customer service and assis-
tance“ ”
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I have been using Kwik Kopy for the past 5 years for all my copying and A1 plan printing needs. 
Fantastic - email plans & are ready same day.

 Juneleprechaun  - Finance Director

13/12/2017Good reliable service

I order all of our letterhead, stationery and business cards through Kwik Kopy at Stafford and I 
receive quick and efficient service from them and I’ve never had a problem with the service or the 
quality of the goods.

 Kwik  - PA To The Principal

5/09/2017Kwik Kopy

Great service and suggestions by Stan as always and that helps us in improving things on our 
end.

 Kwik Kopy Stafford Customer  

27/07/2017Great service

We recently had a reprint of our DL cards for our gallery done. The service was so 
fast and efficient with an outstanding result as always. Our cards were used at 
an exhibition of my paintings at the Australian High Commission in Singapore. 
Many people who took our cards commented on the good quality. Thank you. 

 Vicki Gallery Fifty One  - Artist / Director

21/10/2017
Wonderful Service and a Quality  
Product“ ”
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As a nationally recognised registered training organisation we use Kwik Kopy for our printing 
needs. The products provided by Stan at Kwik Kopy Stafford are of a consistently excellent quality 
as is the before and after sales service we receive. Orders are filled promptly and Stan is always 
happy to accommodate our needs.

 SJDa  - Undergraduate Coordinator Brisbane

13/06/2017Excellent products and exceptional service!

The price was good, they were knowledgeable and helpful, and we were very pleased with the 
end result.

 Kwik Kopy Stafford Customer  

7/06/2017Friendly helpful service and great result

I don’t have a regular need of use a printer, but every time I order from Kwik Kopy Stafford they 
process my order promptly and efficiently ... anyone I either talk to or email is always friendly and 
helpful ... and the quality of work is great.

 Tony4053  - Remedial Massage Therapist

7/06/2017Always great service - Friendly & Professional

Our Board of Directors books were perfectly done each time and they fit my rush job in on a busy 
day.  Very good service over and above.

 Wendy2107  - Business Operations Manager

22/04/2017Excellent service and quality product
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We recently worked with Kwikkopy to design and publish a history of the organization’s 95 year 
history in Queensland. The professional assistance and timely advice provided enabled us to have 
a quality product produced on time and at a very reasonable price.

 David j  - State Executive Officer

9/11/2016
Customer focused service & a high quality 
product

I was so grateful to the team for turning around an urgent order within a day - it was a big 
effort, and delivered with a friendly attitude and great service. Well done!

 Monkeycasket  - Marketing And Communications Manage

23/03/2017Great Service and mega-quick turnaround!

Use them all the time for A1 plan copying and general office copying.

 Juneleprechaun  - Finance Director

21/03/2017Great service. Easy to use. Quick.

Kwik Kopy have always been extremely helpful, responsive and able to turnaround printing 
requests on a tight deadline for me.

 Rory Duff  

21/02/2017
Exceptional Turnaround times and flexible 
service!

Asked for specific product, and actually received correct product.

 Gay1  - Accountant

15/11/2016Great service and products
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Kwik Kopy always provide a great service when I need it. They are extremely helpful with 
suggesting different ideas and always produce the goods and on time. The staff are wonderful 
and always a pleasure to deal with.

 CatD  - Director Of Operations

3/10/2016Great service and product

I have used KwikKopy Stafford for my printing needs this year and can only shout their praises!

 SJDa  

27/09/2016Wonderful after sales service!

We have been using Kwik Kopy Stafford since we formed our business in July 2013. They have 
assisted us with printing and artwork on a number of projects as we have grown. Always friendly, 
always helpful, always professional. I have a new task for them and I am off to see them again 
today. Very happy with their service.

 Mr F  - Director

29/08/2016Good Business Partners

I have been with Kwik Kopy for many many years and no matter when I call up they know me 
help me and provide excellence and prompt service

 Accountants  - Managing Director

18/08/2016great service and products
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The team at Kwik Kopy Stafford are such a pleasure to deal with.  Our work is always 
professional, on time and at a great price.  Thank you Stan and team!

 Kv137  - Admin Officer

28/07/2016A pleasure to deal with

Our business have being using the same printing company since we started 12 years ago . With 
so much competition out there, we recently decided we would get quotes from other printing 
suppliers and compare. We were blown away by the price differences from one supplier to the 
other.  Kwik Kopy Stafford got back to us straight away with a well priced quote and one on one 
service. We continued a few times to get quotes for more printing jobs after that initial time and 
each time Kwik Kopy Stafford have beaten every quote. Needless to say we don’t use our previous 
printing company anymore and all our printing jobs are now being quoted and completed by 
Kwik Kopy Stafford.

 Kittykat  - Accounts Payable

21/07/2016Price and Service

I was 7 months pregnant and holding a three day seminar. My last minute 
printing needs were mucked up by our business’s printers stalling the morning 
of the first day of the seminar. A quick call to Stan and he was able to have 
them all printed off and delivered within a two hour window. His willingness 
to help me out at short notice took so much pressure off me that I was able to 
focus on the seminar and composing myself before the arrival of the attendees. 
My business has entrusted Stan with printing our manuals for 5 years or so and 
we have never been disappointed. If anything he strives to surprise us each and 
every time. Thank you Stan! 

 YourBodyWorks  - Director

10/01/2016
Above and Beyond Attitude to Old 
Fashioned Service“ ”
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Whenever we have something urgent for printing Stan and the team provide it in a timely 
manner with great quality

 Tracey  - Office Manager

21/12/2015Great service, good prices

The Kwik Kopy team at Stafford are very professional, helpful and polite. A top notch team to 
work with. Nothing is to much or to small, quotes are reasonable and jobs are finished in time 
efficient manner.

 Philaca  - CEO

16/12/2015Top Notch

I have a very happy business relationship with Stan and Maria Monteiro of Kwik Kopy Stafford. 
I always have found Stan and his print manager Denham (Andy) Anderson to be extremely 
efficient and accommodating. Quotations always have been timely and the work has been of 
a consistently high standard. Kwik Kopy has been very approachable, and I have been able to 
discuss my printing needs on a one-on-one basis for the best possible outcomes. I have used 
Kwik Kopy to carry out work for a number of my clients and they always have been happy with 
the finished product. I will continue to use the services offered to me by Stan and the team, and 
have no hesitation in recommending them to future customers. – Lawrence Heyn, HeynDesign

 Lawrence  - Journalist & Design Editor

14/12/2015Very welcoming, friendly and efficient

Stan, Maria, Kumar and Andy are all professional, friendly and enthusiastic towards providing an 
outstanding service each and every time, They consistently exceed expectations and have worked 
hard to always deliver all of the products in a timely manner. Would recommend them highly, if 
you need printing done, Stan at kwikkopy is your man!

 Alejandro Lazo  - Design Administration Officer

10/12/2015Great products with outstanding service



Contact us today to find out how 
we can help you.

www.stafford.kwikkopy.com.au


